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V o l u m e 1, I s s u e 7

“We give these
nets freely to all
who need them together with a new
Bible and a special
message from
RIM”

“Nearing the island after more than three days voyaging, one first sees what appears to be a rise
like a low hill of green on the horizon some twelve to fourteen miles out. Ocean movement of the
Equatorial Counter Current at this latitude continues pushing the ship eastward and away from the
island so it is with some effort that the course is kept drawing nearer to that rise. Only, one realizes
soon that it is not a hill at all, but a single giant and ancient tree.” —Approach to Tobi Island, GK
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“The gift of
God’s Word is
without question,
the most valuable
thing…”

“Only The Almighty knows the future and where we will go and what we will do. But it is for us to imagine what can be and where. Prayer is the starting point. Vision is the essence of planning. Faith and wisdom
are components of effort. And unrelenting commitment keeps us forging ahead. Dream. Imagine your possibilities. And in that, set a straight course for the glory of God. You will be amazed at what He does with you!”
—Memoirs of a Missionary, “To Students”, Glen Knight
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...Reaching people on the edge!
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Email me:
glen@rimnativa.com

“It isn’t hard to do something when it’s what you want to do. But the difficulty of any task is compounded
by lack of desire. There have been times when I simply didn’t want to do a thing but had to do it because it
was my job, but there still remained in me the thought of doing it right. The joy of working, however was absent. And when finished, I was left with the feeling of never wanting to do such a thing again. Irony has it,
though that things I never wanted to do again, I have to repeat. So, working on the “want to” aspect becomes
a thing of priority.”
—Memoirs of a Missionary, “When Work Gets Hard”, Glen Knight

